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WOMEN TAKE
THE WHEEL
10 WAYS TO SLAY GENDER DISCRIMINATION
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Women are unstoppable. I mean literally we don’t stop.

We are the charge nurses in the ER and ICU doctors attending to the sick and injured right this
very moment. We are the invisible office assistants, teachers, campaign managers and executive
assistants that serve as the glue to companies & organizations big and small. We are the Chief
Administrators of our homes and families (can we retire the phrases housewife, stay at home
moms and working moms for good? All mothers work. Let's replace them with the title Family
Administrators-please?).

We are the under-represented few that lead in the C-Suite with heroic success. We are the fulltime employees that are working a side gig to make ends meet, and then return home for the 2nd
shift. We are entrepreneurs launching businesses and seeking funding in an ecosystem that
grossly under invests in women, especially women of color. We are closers. We are the athletes
crushing it at the Olympics making less than we deserve. We are the ones the sick babies cling to.
We are organizing at the community level to fulfill the needs of our most at risk. We fix things. We
fundraise. We plan office parties, birthdays, annual checkups…. and funerals.
We know the goddess is all in the details. The goddess is in communication. We export emotional
labor as relationship stewards in all realms, every single day. We occasionally plan a night out
(GNO) to connect with our gender and ensure we aren’t alone, or insane, or to proclaim we are
about to ascend to the next level and need back up-sometimes over wine.
We are capable. We are worthy. We do big things with grit, grace and still….we are underpaid. We
are exploited, and our labor is often invisible. We have a chip on our shoulder and a glaring gap in
our paycheck and bank account.
And we are effing exhausted.
This must end.

IT'S TIME
FOR A NEW
FEMALE VIBE.
It’s 2021, and amidst our efforts to reset and rejuvenate this summer, women all across America
are surviving the second wave of ravaged personal and professional plans due to COVID. We are
tired...but we know tired well so that doesn’t scare us. What’s different at this moment in time, is
that we are in fact so tired of being tired, that we are tapping into a soul source that energizes us
to flip the script and burn the old script. We know it’s time rewrite a new one. We have to.
Like so many women, my gender discrimination brief case is heavy. I’ve got stories.. I know the
dumpster fires well.
It’s tempting to focus on the multiple ways we have been mistreated as women. My story is
compounded by the 20,000 women I have served throughout my career as a social entrepreneur.
Disproportionate stories of low-income women and women of color who have endured cruel and
relentless gender and racial violence- these stories live in my soul. I’ve seen inequity in trauma
wards, schools, board rooms, businesses, philanthropy, and media for decades.

Despite how much sexism sucks, my experience and far too many proof points have revealed that
complaining or focusing only on victimization won’t advance careers, drive new policies, keep us
safe, increase our paychecks or get the dishes done. What really changes the game is when
women commit to action, collaboration and choosing to be a leader not a victim. This is hard
work. Some days are easier than others. Some days I find myself under the covers eating ice
cream wanting to be saved. There. I said it.
However,
I’ve come to learn that my femininity and womanhood is my superpower, and so is yours. And so
is ours together when we link arms. We have battles to fight ladies, battles within us due to
internalized messages of less than, and battles in the arena. Place a sticky on your desk that says,
“I’m a leader, not a victim” and try these 10 ways to slay gender discrimination in your world.

5 WAYS TO SLAY SEXISM ON THE INSIDE:
Self-Respect + Radical Self Love is how we achieve the respect from others we deserve. Falling
in love with yourself means understanding your inner wounds and world. It means learning to set
boundaries. It’s permission to get rid of toxic people, habits, and choices because life is hard
enough, and you need to be your healthiest and holiest self.
Achieve Gender Equity In Your Home & Family above all else. Look at your relationships with
your family of origin, partner, children, or dependents and observe themes of how women and
YOU function in this system. Are domestic tasks equally distributed? Are you over functioning?
Delegate more. Say no. If you live alone, how and where can you seek support?

Own Your Story & Become A Bridge Builder. How do you identify in terms of gender, race,
ethnicity? These are important components to who you are. Do those in your home and work
know how you identify? If not, tell them and ask them about their identity. Become a Bridge
Builder to other identities and lifestyles to gain knowledge and connection, empathy and
strength.
Health & Wealth Gladiator. Complete your annual checkups with mammograms, pap smears etc.
No excuses. Your physical and mental health are directly aligned with your wealth. Your money
story matters. It’s time to confront the assets and liabilities in your money story-starting with how
much you earn, spend, owe, and invest. If your financial house is upside down-admit it and seek
help on a new path forward. If you are financially sound, what will you do to leverage your wealth
and the power that comes with it?
Plan. Plan. Plan. Your days must be planned to achieve Self Respect, Health, Wealth, and the
required tasks your leadership demands. Family Administrators, Start-Up Entrepreneurs, and every
successful woman will tell you that their days, weeks, and months are designed to reflect their
priorities. Your time is GOLD-don’t waste it.

5 WAYS TO SLAY SEXISM ON THE OUTSIDE:
Bring Voice + Visibility To All Forms Of Gender Discrimination In Your Home, Office, And
Community. Don’t ignore or minimize any discrimination or inequity you are experiencing or that
of women around you. Don’t blame yourself. Speak up. Seek Help. You are not alone.
Document The Injustice with following details: Date, time, location, names of parties involved,
frequency and duration of the problem. Direct quotes, images and video can supplement your
case. Report the incident, don’t keep it to yourself.
Negotiate. Litigate. Leave. Whether it’s a gender discrimination situation at work that needs to
go to HR or the ACLU, an ex-lover that destroyed your credit, or a sexist situation at your son’s
soccer sideline, Speak Up. Attempt to negotiate. If you have tried this more than two times,
consider litigation or leaving.
Seek Support. Start making a transition plan away from the person or place that was mistreating
you. This is the hardest move for women who have been oppressed to make so don’t try to do it
alone. Ask for help from family, friends, therapists, professionals, spiritual leaders and support
groups.
Take The Wheel. Now it’s time to become the captain of your ship. Taking the wheel is terrifying
& liberating. Once at the helm of your own ship, you must navigate well. You decide where it is
going, and how to avoid choppy waters. You decide how fast you travel. You decide who is
invited onto your vessel. You, as a leader, will stop asking for permission. You will start declaring
things, and people will respect this.

Gender Equity is an inside and outside job.
We all have internalized beliefs due to the
oppressive history of women. Yes, we want
and need real male allies. Yes, we are
overwhelmed with overflowing task lists,
but here’s an inconvenient truth:
No one is coming to save us. So, let’s put
on our big girl panties, thongs, spanx or
boxers, pull out our calendar planners, and
get to work on receiving what we deserve.
It’s our time to rise and become the leaders
of our own lives. It’s time to build bridges
and link arms with women from all cultures.
We are stronger together.
So go ahead, take the wheel. Accelerate.
Feel the wind in your face.

LET’S KEEP
DRIVING GENDER
EQUITY FORWARD,
TOGETHER!
HERE’S TO
PROGRESS
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The following resources are available to support women:
1. Gender Violence Hotline
2. Gender Discrimination Resources
3. Mental Health Directory

